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ABSTRACT: Successive structural transitions in thin films of
asymmetric poly(styrene)-block-poly(lactide) (PS−PLA) block
copolymer samples upon exposure to tetrahydrofuran (THF)
vapors have been monitored using atomic force microscopy
(AFM) and both in situ and ex situ grazing incidence small-angle
X-ray scattering (GISAXS). A direct link was established between
the structure in the swollen state and the morphology formed in
the dried state post solvent evaporation. This was related to the
high incompatibility between the constituting blocks of the
copolymer that thwarted the system from reaching the
homogeneous disordered state in the swollen state under the
specific conditions utilized in this study. Upon rapid solvent
removal, the morphologies formed in the swollen state were
trapped due the fast evaporation kinetics. This work provides a better understanding of the mechanisms associated with block
copolymer thin film morphology changes induced by solvent vapor annealing.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Ordered thin films of block copolymers have emerged as
promising precursors for the fabrication of supported
nanostructures with extremely small sizes and precise positional
control.1 In this method, self-assembled block copolymer thin
films are used as sacrificial templates to create nanoscale arrays.2

Among the wide variety of block copolymers that can be used
for that purpose, poly(lactide) (PLA) based macromolecules
are interesting candidates due to the ease of PLA removal by
hydrolytic treatment.3−7 The Flory−Huggins interaction
parameter in PLA-containing block polymers with hydrophobic
blocks can be relatively high compared to other systems
allowing for smaller domain sizes (at 140 °C χ ≈ 0.30 for
poly(isoprene)-block-poly(lactide), χ ≈ 0.13 for poly(styrene)-
block-poly(lactide), χ ≈ 0.06 for poly(styrene)-block-poly-
(methyl methacrylate)).8 Block copolymer thin films are
usually cast from dilute solutions (generally a few weight
percent in organic solvent). The resulting films are typically
obtained in a nonequilibrium state due to the competition
between microphase separation and vitrification as the
evaporation of the solvent proceeds.9,10 Thin films generally
adopt disordered structures with little long-range lateral order
or orientation of the microdomains.11 Solvent vapor annealing

(SVA) can be applied to improve both the ordering and the
orientation of the block copolymer microdomains.12,13

In SVA processes, the films are first exposed to organic
solvent vapors to form swollen state where the block copolymer
mobility is increased, allowing for morphological reorganiza-
tion. Compared with the thermodynamically stable state
obtained in the bulk state, a swollen block copolymer film
may adopt a different morphology. This is because the
unfavorable segment−segment interactions are modified by
the solvent interaction: the structure adopted depends on the
extent of swelling, the nature of the solvent and its selectivity
for the constituent blocks.14 Also, in such confined environ-
ment (i.e., where the thickness of the film is equal to only a few
times the natural period of the block copolymer), the interfacial
energy contributions play important roles that can influence the
phase diagram of the system.15 Consequently, depending on
the particular solvent/block copolymer interactions and the
strength of the interface fields, various morphologies from
completely homogeneous disordered to highly oriented order
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states can be achieved in the film. Only in situ studies can assess
the details of the morphologies adopted during swelling and in
the swollen state. For that purpose, GISAXS (Grazing
Incidence Small Angle X-ray scattering) is one of the most
powerful structural characterization techniques.8,16−19 The
conversion of the swollen state to the final dried state occurs
after solvent removal.20 Rapid evaporation of the solvent can
“freeze-in” the organization of the swollen state. On the other
hand, solvent evaporation can also direct the ordering of the
film through the formation of an “ordering front”.21 The
structure adopted by a block copolymer film after SVA results
from successive phenomena occurring during swelling, in the
swollen state and during deswellling. Complete control of the
final morphology requires a full understanding of all the
structural transitions accompanying these processes.12,22

For poly(styrene)-block-poly(lactide) (PS−PLA) block co-
polymers, previous experiments by our group have already
shown that well-ordered, perpendicularly oriented cylindrical
domains of PLA could be obtained at room temperature
through annealing thin PS−PLA films in a tetrahydrofuran
(THF) atmosphere.23 However, the understanding of the
process was incomplete since we were not able to conclusively
determine the level of swelling and degree of order in the THF
swollen films prior to drying. The present work aims to address
this issue by performing detailed in situ characterization of the
film structure during the solvent annealing process. Although
similar experiments have been performed for other systems,
there is still the need for new investigations in the area of
solvent vapor annealing of block polymers thin films, especially
with respect to in situ experimentation. This is because each
system can have its own particularities that depend on the block
incompatibility, the nature of the solvent and the SVA setup.
To control block polymer thin film morphology, there is a great
need to understand the behavior in the swollen state and to link
it with the dried film.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Chemicals. Poly(styrene)-block-poly(lactide)

(PS−PLA) (Mn = 91 kg mol−1 by NMR, Đ = 1.07 by SEC vs PS
standards) containing a PLA volume fraction of 34% was prepared by a
combination of anionic polymerization and ring-opening trans-
esterification polymerization (ROTEP) according to a reported
procedure.3 This block copolymer adopts a hexagonally packed
cylindrical morphology at room temperature; with a center to center
distance of 58 nm (corresponding to a lattice parameter of 50 nm) and
a cylinder diameter of 28 nm.24

Substrate Preparation and Spin Coating. The Si substrates
(100) were first cleaned by sonication in dichloromethane, methanol,
and distilled water for 10 min each, followed by immersion in a HF/
HCl/H2O 1:1:5 solution for 5 min to remove the native oxide layer,
then immersed in a NH4OH/H2O2/H2O 1:1:5 solution. Thin films of
PS−PLA were prepared by spin-coating a chlorobenzene solution of
PS-b-PLA (20 mg mL−1) on Si substrates first at 300 rpm for 15 s and
at 2000 rpm for 40 s. Film thicknesses ranged between 110 and 130
nm and were measured by imaging a scratched area in AFM tapping
mode or by performing ellipsometric measurements using a UV−
visible (240−1000 nm) variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer
(2000U Woollam).
In Situ GISAXS during Solvent Vapor Annealing. The GISAXS

measurements were carried out at the Austrian SAXS beamline of
Elettra (Trieste-Italy). A monochromatized X-ray radiation source of
8.05 keV (0.154 nm wavelength) was used. The size of the beam was 2
mm in the in plane direction and 200 μm in the off plane direction.
The SAXS pattern was collected by a CCD detector (XIDIS, Photonic
Science, Grenoble, pixel size 70 μm) placed at 1900 mm from the
sample. The calibration of the angular scale was performed with silver

behenate CH3(CH2)20-COOAg (d-spacing: 5.838 nm). GISAXS was
performed at incident angles above the critical angle of the polymer
films (αc = 0.14° at 0.154 nm). In the sample environment, films were
exposed to saturated THF vapors for various times. For that purpose,
samples were placed in a closed stainless steel chamber (see
Supporting Information) with a total volume of 100 mL at 25 °C
with a reservoir of solvent of 25 mL in order to reach in the vessel the
saturated vapor pressure of solvent (PTHF

0 = 200 mmHg at 25 °C). In
the chamber, the sample was placed on a grid, at a distance around 1
cm from the solvent surface. In situ experiments were performed such
that one sample was constantly exposed to the THF saturated
atmosphere while scattering patterns were collected after 59 s intervals
with intervening 1 s acquisition times. This sequence was selected to
allow an optimal detection of the microphase structure (optimal
signal-to-noise ratio) without deterioration of the molecular structure.
A second set of ex situ investigations was performed in which samples
were exposed to different periods within the THF vapors before drying
and GISAXS analysis. Full width at half-maximum (fwhm) was not
used in our case to estimate the degree of long-range order in this
configuration due to the anisotropy of the film. Moreover the size of
the beam, which a slit in GISAXS, is different after reflection along the
in plane and out of plane direction, and depends on the size of the
sample and on the incident angle which can vary slightly between
samples.25

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM). AFM in the tapping mode was
carried out in air at room temperature with a Nanoscope III from
Digital Instruments Corp. Silicon cantilevers Tap300 from Budget
Sensors with integrated symmetrical pyramidal tips (15 μm high) with
no Al coating backside, a nominal spring constant of 42 N·m−1 and a
resonance frequency between 300−400 kHz were used. All the
displayed AFM images are height images taken in tapping mode.

In Situ Ellipsometry upon Solvent Annealing. In situ
investigation of the system dynamic of swelling upon THF exposure
was achieved using an Environmental Ellipsometer (Woolam VASE
2000U). Block copolymer, or corresponding homopolymer, thin films
were introduced into a sealed chamber equipped with nonbirefringent
quartz windows, within which the atmosphere was allowed to
equilibrate in THF pressure with a small reservoir of liquid THF
placed around 1 cm below the polymer thin film sample. The
evolutions of the refractive index (n) and of the physical thickness (h)
of the films upon THF vapor exposure were then monitored at 25 °C
by recording Ψ and Δ between 250 and 1000 nm every 10 s and by
fitting the corresponding dispersion with a Cauchy model, well-suited
for transparent optical thin dielectric layer. The data allow
determination of the rate of THF absorption into the polymer
systems. Although the two annealing chambers used for the in situ
ellipsometry and the in situ GISAXS were not identical, a careful
control of the temperature of the experiment and a placement of the
samples at a same distance from the liquid surface make the swelling
ratio over time comparable in the two experiments. In the two cases,
the atmosphere of the chamber is rapidly saturated by the solvent
vapor at a pressure that is then largely dictated by the temperature.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

When subjected to SVA conditions, supported polymer thin
films swell as a result of solvent adsorption and diffusion of the
solvent within the film, leading to a considerable increase of the
film thickness. A classical method to monitor such phenom-
enon is to use environmental ellipsometry,26,27 as shown in
Figure 1 (normalized thickness) for a representative PS−PLA
thin film with an initial thickness of 142 nm. As soon as the
solvent is injected in the chamber (2 min after starting to
record the ellipsometry data), the thickness increases sharply
and gradually levels off to reach a plateau after 30 min of
exposure. Within the first 10 min, 90% of the total thickness
increase was observed. The corresponding variation of polymer
volume fraction (dashed line) could be estimated from the
thickness variation by assuming a linear dependence with the
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solvent and copolymer volumes. The polymer fraction
decreases down to a value of 0.55 in the plateau.
The data in Figure 1 shows a progressive swelling of the film

indicating that the solvent up-take is a limited process. This
could represent a solvent front moving through the film, with a
gradient of composition in the film. However, the ellipsometry
data used to monitor the thickness increase were not fitted with
a gradient of composition but with only one homogeneous
layer. It indicates that the refractive index is the same through
the film profile. Considering that the time needed for the
annealing chambers to be equilibrating must rapid (considering
their small dimensions) the trend measured in Figure 1 is still
unclear.
In order to monitor the morphological changes occurring

during the SVA process, scattering patterns were continuously
recorded by means of in situ GISAXS. The initial film (Figure
2a) exhibits a strong in and off plane radial scattering attributed
to randomly oriented PLA domains, characteristic of a poorly
ordered system. Upon SVA, the scattering patterns evolve
according three major steps that can be illustrated by Figures
2b−e corresponding to 1, 5, 10, and 35 min of SVA (annealing

time being taken after the solvent introduction). For short
annealing time (Figure 2b and 2c) the scattering patterns
contract, mainly in the off plane direction, resulting from
thickness increases associated with solvent uptake. For
intermediate annealing time (Figure 2d), although the scattered
intensity is relatively low given the short acquisition time
combined with the naturally low scattering contrast, a change in
the diffraction pattern can be observed with the appearance of
an out of plane diffraction spot (see white arrows). Longer
annealing time leaves only weak vertical diffraction rods (see
red arrows in Figure 2e). The absence of high-order Bragg
diffraction rods is mainly due to the short acquisition time and
weak electron density contrast, particularly in the swollen state.
Due to a weak scattering intensity, the form factor was not
examined.
This continuous evolution can be seen even clearer in Figure

3 showing the variation of the in-plane (qx) and out-of plane (qz)
scattering intensity profiles of GISAXS patterns in the swollen
states with time. The line cut in the out of the plane direction qy
was chosen as close as possible of the beamline because most of
the intensity of the in-plane diffraction is located behind the
beam stop. At this position, we are able to most closely follow
the contraction of the network. Both profiles confirm that the
solvent swelling occurs most significantly in the off-plane
direction. As seen in Figure 3b, a contraction of the diffraction
ring along the qz direction, from 0.23 to 0.11 nm−1, occurs
within the first minutes of exposure (<5 min). This
corresponds in the real space to a change of the correlation
distance from 27 to 57 nm, which can be compared to the value
of the lattice parameter in the dry state at equilibrium (50 nm).
This indicates that the initial film is far from equilibrium with
an out of plane correlation distance considerably smaller. This
can be explained by the strong unidirectional contraction
occurring upon drying during the spin coating process. As seen
in Figure 3a, a much less pronounced increase of the periodicity
in the x direction from qx = 0.12−0.10 nm−1 was observed
during the same period of annealing (<5 min) and can be
attributed to the adhesion of the block copolymer on the

Figure 1. Normalized thickness increase of a PS-b-PLA film (absolute
initial thickness = 142 nm) upon SVA (solid line, left axis). Polymer
volume fraction (ΦP) in the film (dashed line, right axis).

Figure 2. In situ GISAXS patterns on a PS−PLA thin films (initial thickness = 130 nm): initial nonswollen film (a), 1 min (b), 5 min (c), 10 min
(d), 35 min (e). The white arrows in c are pointing the (101) diffraction spot of the cubic phase. The red arrows in d are showing diffraction rods
generated by the 2D ordered array of PLA cylinders.
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surface of the substrate thus limiting lateral expansion upon
solvent uptake. When qz reaches a value that is close to qx
around t = 5 min both q values start to increase but more
slowly, suggesting that some structural rearrangement,

associated with a reduction of the periodicity degree, may be
taking place.
Parts a−e in Figure 4 present images of the surface

topography recorded by AFM as well as the corresponding
scattering patterns as revealed by the GISAXS, for dry films
exposed to various SVA time and quickly removed from the
annealing chamber. Under these conditions, the evaporation
occurs within few seconds as monitored by ellipsometry. The
initial film (Figure 4a) has the typical morphology of a
microseparated worm-like state. As shown in the AFM the PLA
domains emerge at the surface with circular or elongated
shapes, with no evidence of short or long-range order. This
apparent disorganized morphology is consistent with a
nonequilibrium state, resulting from the fast evaporation of
the solvent during spin-casting. After increasing time of SVA,
the dried films morphology progressively evolves as probed by
AFM and GISAXS. For short solvent exposure times (1 and 5
min) the reorganization is insignificant and a poorly ordered
state is still observed. Improved level of organization is
observed by AFM after 10 and 35 min of exposure.
Corresponding GISAXS data exhibit a very different internal
reorganization of the film with scattering patterns exhibiting a
clear out of plane diffraction spot (white arrows) for 10 min
and sharp in-plane Bragg peaks (red arrows) for 35 min. The
change in degree of order after 10 min as compared to 35 min
of SVA is interesting since over that time frame there is very
little change in the content of solvent in the film (Figure 1).
This can due to the time for the polymer to equilibrate but it
can also be noted that small changes in degree of swelling can
impact polymer chain conformation.
From our previous study,23 it is known that the degree of

organization in PS−PLA spin coated thin films is a function of
the SVA time, evolving from a disordered state to perpendicular

Figure 3. Time dependence of in-plane qx (a) and out-of plane qy (b)
GISAXS 1D profile extracted from the in situ characterization (1 min
between each plot starting from the bottom). Intensity integrations
were made on the white dashed lines on the GISAXS pattern as shown
on a typical GI-SAXS pattern obtained after 1 min of THF annealing
(c).

Figure 4. Ex situ AFM and GISAXS of films annealed for 0, 1, 5, 10, and 35 min (respectively a, b, c, d, and e) and quickly removed from the
annealing chamber. ΦP is the polymer volume fraction in the swollen state. All AFM images are 1 μm × 1 μm, with the same vertical scale bar. All
GISAXS patterns are presented with the same qx (in plane, horizontal) and qz (out of plane, vertical) range (−0.3 < qx < 0.3; 0 < qz < 0.5) in log scale
intensity with same color scale for all images. The white arrows in part d point to the (101) diffraction spot of the cubic phase. The red arrows in e
show diffraction rods generated by the 2D ordered array of PLA cylinders.
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array of ordered cylinders. Such behavior is herein confirmed,
but it is also suggested that the system undergoes more
complex behavior with intermediates structural transitions. The
in situ GISAXS patterns recorded upon SVA, together with the
morphological characterization of the dried states is now
discussed in order to propose a pathway for the structural
reorganization of the studied PS−PLA thin films upon SVA.
A first observation that can be drawn from the in situ

scattering patterns is that the swollen state remains microphase-
separated. Despite a drop of the intensity due to a dilution
effect upon swelling, a significant amount of scattered signal is
preserved upon SVA indicating that the homogeneous
disordered state of the phase diagram is not reached under
these particular conditions where the polymer volume fraction
does not go below 0.56. This is consistent with recent work on
PS−PLA solutions in THF28 but it differs from other block
polymers/solvent pairs where self-organization is lost (e.g., PS-
b-PEO in benzene vapors21). This is certainly related to the
relatively high value of the Flory−Huggins parameter χPS/PLA
(0.22 at 25 °C) and the relatively high molar mass of the PS−
PLA used. It is also worth noting that, for a given time of
exposure, the GISAXS patterns in the swollen state and in the
dried state are very similar, suggesting that the rapid
evaporation step freezes the swollen state morphology.
Although the evaporation step may influence the dried
morphology,29 the relatively high molar mass of the polymer
used in this study could significantly slow morphological
rearrangement within the time scale of the evaporation.
In addition to the expected GISAXS patterns of the

disordered wormlike and ordered hexagonally packed array of
cylinders respectively observed at short and long SVA time, we
have observed a singular scattering pattern with a clear out of
plane diffraction spot (see white arrows in Figures 2d and 4d).
The simulations of the GISAXS patterns of the same block
copolymer have been performed by our group.30 For this
system, we have clearly identified the disordered, the
perpendicular as well as the parallel cylindrical morphologies
by comparing the experimental and the simulated data. It is
clear that the scattering obtained in this study, for intermediate
scattering time, with distinct out of plane diffraction spots, is
different from the morphologies depicted in our previous work.

Consistent with other inorganic31 or polymer32,33 systems, we
have assigned this diffraction pattern to the typical out of plane
(101) diffraction spot of a body centered cubic phase (bcc)
cubic phase with the [110] direction of the domains normal to
the surface. We also propose that the change in the periodicity
at t = 5 min (ΦP = 0.63 in the present experiment) is due to the
transition from a wormlike state to a bcc state that is retained
during the rapid solvent evaporation. Such phenomenon is
consistent with transformation of the hexagonally packed
cylindrical phase toward the bcc phase upon swelling that has
been shown in other systems such as poly(α-methylstyrene)-
block-poly(4-hydroxystyrene)32 and poly(styrene)-block-poly(4-
vinylpiridine).33 In our case, such phenomenon could be
explained by a preferential swelling of the PS phase that would
decrease the PLA/PS volume ratio, which could in turn cause a
morphological shift. However, the solvent/polymer interaction
parameter for THF is indeed relatively similar for the both
blocks (0.4 and 0.6 for χPS/THF and χPLA/THF,
respectively), thus we consider THF a relatively neutral solvent.
Moreover, we have observed with pure thin films of PS and
PLA, that PLA swells more with THF than the PS under the
same conditions (see Supporting Information). Consequently,
the phase transition reported here is more likely attributed to a
mediation of the blocks incompatibility due to a dilution effect
of the nonselective solvent, leading to a reduction of the
effective interaction parameter, allowing for more facile
structural transitions. It should be noted that grains with
parallel-oriented cylinders buried in the films could also
contribute to the diffraction spots in the first and second
quadrants.8 Such buried morphology could be missed by the
AFM observations that only provide the extreme surface
morphology. Although this hypothesis cannot be fully discard
since we do not have direct evidence of the internal
morphology, our previous works on the subjects have
demonstrated that parallel orientations were formed at much
higher SVA time.23

Upon fast drying, a 3D lattice of spheres is maintained in the
film, as revealed by the GISAXS pattern of the dried state
(Figure 4e). This is apparently not supported by the
corresponding AFM image (Figure 4e) that exhibits a
morphology that could be easily attributed to hexagonally

Figure 5. View of the sphere lattice after the solvent evaporation. Plan view (a), three-dimensional view (b).
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packed perpendicular cylinders. However, since AFM can probe
only the top layer of the films, the observed circular features can
be interpreted as spheres or cylinders perpendicular to the
surface. It is then not possible to distinguish between those two
different types of domains with AFM alone. Moreover, if we
consider that the surface of the dried film is formed from the
[101] plane of the bcc lattice of the swollen state, the spheres
will appear at the surface in a “distorted” hexagonal lattice,
which will be difficult to distinguish from a true hexagonal
lattice (see Figure 5a). Also, it should be noted that in our
conditions (thickness of the film above the natural period of the
polymer), we assume that we are not in the conditions of a
monolayer of spheres that would favor the hexagonal Wigner−
Seitz (W−S) cell of sphere.34,35 Under deswelling, unlike other
systems where the spherical morphology collapses to
perpendicular cylindrical morphology,33 the system in our
experimental conditions is trapped in a 3D spherical
morphology obtained via a unidirectional contraction of a bcc
lattice. This is consistent with the fact that the direction of
contraction occurs along the [101] direction and not along the
[111] direction (the closest-packed direction in a bcc lattice),
which normally become the cylinder long axis in a typical
transition from spheres to cylinders with an epitaxial relation-
ship, as shown previously.36−38 This mismatch, associated with
rapid solvent evaporation, freezes the morphology. Finally, it
can be seen from the GISAXS pattern, that the sphere lattice
parameters in the dry state are different from those monitored
in the swollen state. This can be explained by the film
evaporation-induced-shrinkage that will mainly affect the
spacing of the spheres in the direction perpendicular to the
surface, leading to a distorted bcc lattice or more accurately to a
face-centered orthorhombic (FCO) lattice of spheres (Figure
5b).31

For longer annealing times, the GISAXS patterns (Figures 2e
and 4e) indicate that the spherical lattice is no longer stable:
hexagonally packed perpendicular cylinders are formed in the
swollen state indicating that the spherical lattice was only a
transitional phase. This is consistent with the fact that the film
still swells after the formation of the bcc phase (Figure 1).
Although the volume change is minor between 10 and 35 min,
further shifts in morphology are possible. As already
mentioned, small changes in degree of swelling can impact
polymer chain conformations. After the mediation of the
interaction between the blocks that accounts for the drop of the
effective interaction parameter leading to a first structural
transition hex to bcc, the change of the relative volume fraction
of the swollen domains may be sufficient to allow for the
system to re-enter the hex phase. This was confirmed by
studying the swelling of the homopolymers that shows different
swelling behavior (see Supporting Information).

■ CONCLUSION
In this work, we forward a new understanding in the
mechanisms of the morphology changes produced by THF
annealing of PS−PLA thin films. For this block copolymer, we
demonstrated that the variety of morphologies obtained during
SVA was mainly driven by the phenomenon occurring in the
swollen state. A clear link was established between the structure
in the swollen state and the morphology formed in the dried
state, after solvent evaporation. This was related to the high
incompatibility and relatively high molar mass between the
constituting block of the polymer, not allowing the system to
reach, in the swollen state, the homogeneous disordered state

of the phase diagram under the conditions explored. In the
swollen state, we also pointed out an original reversible phase
transition from hexagonally packed cylinders to sphere of PLA
arranged in bcc lattice. The bcc was found to be only an
intermediate state, obtained for intermediate swelling extent.
Very interestingly, we showed that this bcc arrangement could
be transferred to the dried matrix, with a surface pattern (as
seen by AFM) very close to the hex phase. This study confirms
that in situ studies are crucial in the domains of SVA in order to
bring a complete understanding of the process. For that
purpose, GISAXS, used in combination with more conventional
observation technique (such as SEM or AFM), is particularly
well adapted.
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